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A DOSE OF THE CLAP TRAP 

 
by John Shand* 
______________________________________________________________ 

[Editor’s Note: This article appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald’s The Heckler 
series on June 14, 2001. It was also published in JazzChord, Apr/May, 2002. It 

raises some interesting questions about the conventions regarding applause that 
have evolved in the jazz audience. A similar piece called “Clapping” appears in 

John Shand’s book Jazz: The Australian Accent (2008). Feedback from J J Johnson 
(no, not that one) and Barney Barnett is included below.] 

 
eird things happen at jazz concerts. Beyond drug-induced hallucinations, I mean. 

Peculiar aspects of both presentation and reception. Given music is fundamentally 

just the organisation of sound, it amazes me how often sound-quality is shabby. 

The improvising mentality is brought to bear on “making do” with inadequate rooms, 

pianos, PA systems and other equipment. A short-sighted mentality, this provides a gig 

today, but drives away audiences tomorrow. 

 

Then there are drummers whose volume suggests that they consider their work 

substantially more interesting than anything else going on, and singers with ridiculously 

exaggerated microphone technique, or no microphone technique at all. Even those who 

rise above such basic shortcomings have their flaws. Precious few improvisers are capable 

of sustaining long solos, yet an alarming number insist on trying. This is lazy art. The 

foremost craft element shared by great creators from Bach to Beckett is the ability to self 

edit. If the improviser replies that this is harder when working in real time, well damned 

right. But if you can’t stand the heat... 

 

But perhaps the weirdest thing about jazz concerts is the clapping. Back in the smoky past, 

someone was overcome by enthusiasm for a solo, and at its conclusion applauded 

vigorously, despite the music still being in full swing. Enthusiasm being as contagious as 

measles, others emulated the outburst, until the exception became the rule, and it was 

mandatory to clap solos. Now they are clapped regardless of merit. People clap because 

they think it is the right thing to do, just as audiences at classical concerts don’t clap 

between movements. (Though the cacophony of coughing which greets such breaks makes 

this latter etiquette also distinctly questionable.) The idea caught hold because a solo was 

seen as an individual’s discrete creation within a piece of music, which therefore deserved 

its own acknowledgement. Bunkum. This denigrates the accompanists,  and in much 

classic and modern jazz, what is applauded as a solo is actually collective improvisation, 

anyway. Singling out one contribution is a mockery. The only forgivable reason for 

clapping solos is being so moved by the music that one cannot contain one’s appreciation 

until the end of the piece. But this does not constitute the bulk of applause. Many do it to 

show they know jazz protocol: that they can pick the right place to do so, thereby aligning 

themselves with a supposedly hip cognoscenti.  
______________________________________________________ 
 
*John Shand is a playwright, librettist, author, journalist, drummer and critic. He has written about 
music (and occasionally theatre) for The Sydney Morning Herald for over 24 years. His books 
include Don’t Shoot The Best Boy! – The Film Crew At Work (Currency), Jazz – The Australian 

Accent (UNSW Press) and The Phantom Of The Soap Opera (Wizard). His website 
is www.johnshand.com.au. 
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Miles Davis: a master of space… PHOTO CREDIT MARGARET SULLIVAN 

 

What’s so wrong with clapping? Most obviously, it drowns out the next few bars of the 

music - bars which may contain the most exquisite magic of the night, but the clappers 

(and everyone else) will never know because of the racket being made. Softer instruments 

such as basses suffer most in this regard. Those who applaud, say, a piano feature on a 

ballad, while the bassist is beginning his/her solo, have no idea how the new improvised 

narrative originated. It is as ludicrous as tearing the first pages out of a thriller and then 

trying to pick up the story. 

 

The expectation of applause creates its own absurdities in the music’s presentation. Some 

musicians perform technical tricks they know will attract a clap. Others play throw-away 

lines at the start of their solo in anticipation of being drowned out. Singers or leaders will 

even solicit “a big hand” on behalf of a soloist. 

 

But it gets sillier. The well-established habit of four or eight-bar exchanges between 

players often draws applause at the end of the first foray. When that instrument - say, the 

drums - features again four bars later, audience confusion reigns. Some catch the drift and 

stop clapping, while others persist, especially if the drummer does something flashy. The 

cognoscenti, meanwhile, understand issues like structure, and therefore know when the 

last four-bar exchange concludes the 32-bar form, and - then - they clap. 

 

Drowning out the ensuing melody. Very hip. 
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Thelonious Monk: another master of space… 

 

Audiences often start clapping when an improvisation is in mid-flight, just because other 

instruments have entered to play lines behind the soloist. I’ve heard people clap just 

because a soloist dares to use a protracted rest between phrases, and they assume he/she 

has finished. Those masters of space, Thelonious Monk and Miles Davis, must have winced 

in their time. 

 

Some even clap the head or melody of a piece. Vocalists almost invariably get applauded 

for singing the head, because unless they are capable of true improvising, this is the only 

opportunity for the hardened clappers to warm their palms in deference to someone’s 

larynx. Exactly what is wrong with the end of the song is hard to fathom. Perhaps people 

like paying money to hear the sound of their own hands. I might set up a venue where 

they pay to just come and clap. The Claptrap. 

 
[Editor’s Note: The following two letters were received at the Sydney Morning Herald 

shortly after John Shand’s article appeared on June 14, 2001.] 

 

 

Dear Mr Shand, 

Bravo! 

 

I appreciate jazz and, on occasion, attend jazz concerts. I’m the son of a jazz musician. 

But, your complaint reaches far beyond the boundaries of jazz. 

 

Several years ago I mentioned to someone that a particular blues concert he and I had 

attended was geared to a rock audience, obviously because that group is so much less 

demanding than, say, the church sisters who attend blues performances in the ‘hood. The 

crowd to which I referred clapped at every turn because, I presume, the artist (who is a 

true blues artist most of the time) was quite famous (not B.B.).  

 

The performance was, in my opinion, an act of pure pandering (and, I believe the essence 

of musical performance is, if we’re to be honest, pandering, to an appreciable extent), as 

opposed to honest art. The people from the ‘hood - at that time, over the age of 45 - 

would certainly not clap unless truly inspired to do so. Period. For them, a performer must 

perform. As an attendee of, probably, hundreds of R&B performances that is certainly true 

of me. But, your point is well taken in any performance context. Keep on keepin! 
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Question: What can any of us do about such ignorance? Thanks for your article. Take care. 

 

J J Johnson 

Studio City, CA 

USA 

 

 

Dear John Shand, 

 

At long last someone has said it! I’ve sat in dozens of clubs and at concerts over the last 

half a century, fuming at the idiocy of the clappers. How many great bass solos have been 

stuffed for me by these fools! You’ve covered this issue splendidly (as you have many 

others in the past). 

 

Perhaps I could add the other instance of clapping that also gets right up my nostrils. This 

is the practice of audience members loudly putting their hands together at the beginning of 

a number to let the musicians and/or the rest of the audience know that they recognise 

the tune which is either a regular number for the group on the stage or a little known thing 

like How High the Moon or Round Midnight. 

 

Once again, thanks for your valuable article, which I fear will fall on largely deaf ears. 

 

Barney Barnett 

<bbarnett@austarmetro.com.au> 

 
 
 

 
 


